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Table 1. Petrographic and proximate analyses for the four samples.
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Core Flooding Results

Figure 4. Photograph of x-ray transparent aluminium core holder (shown in
vertical orientation) inside the Xradia XRM500 instrument.
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Fig 6. Water production for different scenarios (Eclipse).

4.
The hypothetical simulation using Eclipse shows that the cummulative water production
for the IP can be 40% higher than the BRDM over a period of 30 years og gas production, due to
its water wet behaviour.

3.
The relative permeability curves suggest that the vitrinite rich coal (BRDM) had a more
water-wet behaviour than the inertinite rich coal (IP).

2.
An improved estimation of gas and water relative permeability taking into account surface
chemistry is crucial for gas/ water production prediction (compared to the simplistic assumption
that Sw= Kr).

1.
Packed bed method has enabled the construction of repeatable cores to study relative
permeablity in isolation from the effects of natural coal cleat network geometries and
heterogeneity.

Discussion

Fig 5. Relative permeability of BRDM (top) and IP (bottom) coal from Bowen Basin
using packed beds.
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Introduction
Figure 1 illustrates a typical example of the inadequacy of laboratory measured relative
permeabilities and the current models as a means to predict field production profiles. One issue is
the heterogeneity of coal relative to sandstone or carbonate reservoirs. A more fundamental issue
is the correlations omit many key dependencies, which for conventional reservoir rock systems
may acceptably be considered constant or lumped within the saturation state parameter, but must
be individually accounted in coal systems.

Figure 1. Relative permeability curves of field history data A) with simulated production data and B) simulated
production data from relative permeability curves obtained from laboratory measurements (left side taken from
Meaney & Paterson, 1996; right side from simulated studies conducted by Dr Chawarwan Khan)

Research Aims
1.
Improve gas and liquid relative permeability predictions by experimentally measuring gasliquid relative permeability taking into account surface chemistry of the coal.
2.
Design and build an X-ray transparent core flood cell to calculate water saturation (Sw)
during gas-liquid relative permeability measurements on (i) artificial packed bed cores, and (ii)
real coal cores.
3.
Study the effect of coal surface chemistry on relative permeability by using packed beds
that provide homogeneous, isotropic pore structure with controllable pore size and channel
geometry.

Coal location and properties:

4.
Carry out a sensitivity analysis using a hypothetical coal seam gas reservoir simulation
model using Petrel and Eclipse to investigate the effects of surface chemistry on the gas and
water production.

•

Figure 2. Location of each mine within
the Bowen Basin, Queensland, Australia.
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Fig. 3: Schematic of the core flooding apparatus used for
steady-state relative permeability measurements.
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